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A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/8j9695ATEXA

Owen Klein, CKE’s VP of Global Culinary Innovation partners with YourUpdate TV on

nationwide media tour to discuss the release of an all-new Hand-Breaded Chicken

sandwich lineup from Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s

The demand for chicken sandwiches is higher than ever before. 65% of the U.S.

population ordered a breaded chicken sandwich from a restaurant in the last six months

You might say that bird is the word for customers picking from their favorite menu.

Look behind those numbers and popularity and you will find culinary innovation,

innovative flavors, and an evolution of process and product.
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Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s have released an all-new Hand-Breaded Chicken sandwich

lineup, as an evolution of Hardee’s already strong foothold in the space with their Hand-

Breaded Chicken Tenders that have been fan favorites for over a decade.

The all-new sandwich lineup combines the best of both worlds with the Hand-Breaded

Chicken Sandwich and the Hand-Breaded Chicken & Waffle Sandwich, a new play on a

familiar combo, available at both Hardee’s and Carl’s Jr., along with the Hand-Breaded

Chicken Biscuit at Hardee’s featuring their iconic Made From Scratch Biscuits.

With a crispy exterior and savory, complex interior, Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s Hand-Breaded

Chicken sandwiches are brought to life with 100% premium white meat breast filet that is

marinated in signature seasonings, dipped in buttermilk, hand-breaded in Southern-style

flour and then cooked until golden brown. As part of the new lineup, consumers will be

able to enjoy the chicken morning, noon and night with menu options offered all day

long.

To complement the release, Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s will bring the fan obsession with hand-

breaded to OnlyFans as the first national food chain to join the emerging platform.

Looking ahead, Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s will continue to evolve their hand-breaded

offerings with even more impossible-to-ignore flavors in the months to come.

For more information visit: carlsjr.com or hardees.com
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